(1) Introduction
Brightness of photo-produced electron beams has advanced brightness over multiple generations of designs. Very short laser pulses can produce very short electron bunches which results in high peak current. Advances in the field tend to be gradual and evolutionary. The LCLS gun, currently the state of the art, is in reality a multigenerational effort, and is based on minor changes to an established formula: the UCLA/BNL/SLAC 1.6 cell S-band gun. Percent level improvements on established results are admirable, and enable new technologies to be made more robust and capable of supporting user facilities. Game-changing advancement is enabled by moving forward to novel concepts, and establishing designs that dramatically change performance. Such concepts are inherently high risk, but offer high reward by solving problems that are ignored for safer, modest, evolutionary improvements. These concepts are often investigated theoretically as academic endeavors, and ends unto themselves. To realistically harness these advances, time must be spent in building technical knowledge and overcoming technological challenges. Though often viewed as unglamorous applied research, such a step is what enables broad acceptance and use of advanced ideas.
All photo-injectors are made with essentially pillbox cells. These are easy to make, and enable accelerator modifications to be made in an add-on manner. We are proposing the optimization of cell profile to greatly improve the performance of existing X-band photo-injector designs.
(2) Project Plan
The goal of this research is to examine advanced concepts in accelerator structures and apply them to making a realistic photo-injector. The MEGa-Ray project has chosen to operate at 11.424 GHz, in order to build a more compact accelerator system, and leverage SLAC/NLC technological achievements in high gradient acceleration. To support one rf frequency, provide timing synchronization, and meet emittance goals, a photo-injector at X-band is also being developed. The layout for the 5.5 cell X-band photo-injector is shown in Figure 1 . This photo-injector consists of 5.5 pillbox cells with a dual feed racetrack coupler. This project proposes to build a similar photo-injector without using the standard pillbox cell geometry. The concepts we will be investigating involve deviation from pillbox cells including: cell contouring using adaptive algorithms, and advanced cell structures such as photonic band gap and choked-mode structures. To investigate these structures microwave simulations will be completed, and test structures will be built and tested to confirm their ability to perform in a full structure. A final design will then incorporate what is learned with the test structures, resulting in a final advanced photo-injector design, which will be built.
Possible directions for advanced photo-injector design include: full contouring of accelerator cells and incorporation of higher-order-mode damping by the application of either photonic band gap choked-mode structures. Advances in computation have enabled large scale optimization of accelerator structure performance. Once the parameter space is established, millions of structure variations can be made, and cavity parameters can be tuned to match the specific goals and restrictions of the application. An example is shown in Figure 2 , which shows an increase in shunt impedance of 25%. This program will be adapted to optimize cavity parameters for photo-injector designs [1] .
Higher order mode damping is achieved in a variety of ways, but two of the more promising techniques involve the use of structures very far from pillbox in profile. Photonic band gap structures confines a transverse magnetic (TM 01 ) mode for accelerating electrons, but no higher order modes, that could degrade beam quality. The operating mode for such a structure is shown in Figure 3 [2]. Choked-mode structures are similar to photonic band gap structures, but vary axially rather than transversely, as shown in Figure 4 [3]. All of these structures have been built in variations, but none of them have achieved the fabrication feasibility required to reliably incorporate them into a photo-injector design. The goal of this proposed work is to demonstrate the fabrication feasibility of a beyond evolutionary photo-injector.
Objectives
(2.1) Advanced Concepts chosen for analysis. Literature and first hand knowledge with advanced structures will guide the selection of advanced concepts to be investigated. These structures will be simulated using HFSS, and compared for their possible performance in an X-band photo-injector. A single complete concept will be identified for further investigation. Three months of simulations are foreseen using computational resources already available and code licenses that will be purchased.
(2.2) Design prototype parts. The structure identified in (2.1) will be broken into cell parts that can be fabricated on an accelerated time scale, but which address the major fabrication, tuning, and tolerance issues inherent in the advanced photo-injector design. Parts will be fully modeled using HFSS, and fabrication drawings and procedures will be completed. Three months of simulation and drawing time is expected.
(2.3) Fabricate test parts. The parts designed in (2.2) will be fabricated by an external vendor, using the purchasing experience and knowledge of the team members on previous projects. Multiple sets of parts will be procured, as well as the testing fixtures required for their testing under low power (cold-test). Some parts will require joining through brazing, or diffusion bonding. Multiple vendors are available with experience on similar parts, and will have been used to fabricate parts for MEGa-Ray, limiting the risk involved in further fabrication. Three months is expected for the fabrication and delivery of parts for cold-testing.
(2.4) Cold-test parts. Report. Once the parts in (2.4) are fabricated, they will be extensively cold-tested to confirm their expected performance. Tuning methods will be tested, and the dynamic range achievable will be measured. Field properties will be measured by bead-pull methods, so that the field magnitude and uniformity can be measured. Wire-excitation of the structures is possible, if measuring the structure higher-order-modes is necessary. Results of coldtesting will be summarized and reported. Cold-test is enabled by synergy with MEGaRay objectives to perform quality assurance and cold testing of other accelerator structures for the MEGa-Ray project. The MEGa-Ray vector network analyzer will be used for all cold-test measurements, and is a great savings in terms of capital equipment use. Six months will be spent on cold-testing the test structures.
(2.5) Design new gun. Once the results of the cold-testing procedures in (2.4) are completed, and the results are reported, a new design for a complete advanced photo-injector will begin. The design will include both electromagnetic design using HFSS, and the publishing of complete drawings for manufacture. This new design will be made possible and feasible through the work done on detailed part design, confirmation of fabrication methods, and coldtesting of achieved performance. Three months are foreseen for simulation and design drawings. Completion of objective (2.5) is strongly tied to the successful cold-testing of objective (2.4). If the parts are deemed entirely inadequate, then evaluation of the defect will prompt the choice of either an alternate vendor, or choice of alternate fabrication techniques, or even design choices if necessary. If it is possible to proceed with steps (2.5) and (2.6) with minor changes, this will occur, though at grater risk. If it is not possible to proceed, then repetition of objectives (2.1) through (2.4) may be repeated slightly more rapidly, so that the project may conclude by having vetted fabrication techniques for an advanced photo-injector, even if full fabrication was not possible.
(2.6) Build new gun. Using the design and drawings from (2.5), a new photo-injector will be built. The complete photo-injector will be the final deliverable of both this objective and this project. The gun will be fabricated using either the previously vetted vendors, or new vendors who can meet newly established specifications. Fabrication of a much simpler photo-injector is required for the MEGa-Ray project, and experience with the vendors used for that project will provide further valuable synergy. Fabrication of the complete gun is expected to be complete within six months. Completion of (2.6) is strongly tied to successful completion of all previous objectives, specifically (2.5) the design of the gun to be fabricated. Alternatives are discussed in (2.5).
The deliverables for this project are the design, fabrication, tuning and cold-test of advanced photo-injector components; and the design and fabrication of a novel X-band photo-injector. The full timeline for delivery of these items is shown in Figure 4 . 
(3) Management Plan
The project will be managed by the PI, with the support of technical staff currently working on the MEGa-Ray project. MEGa-Ray staff involved in providing technical support and consultation include co-investigators Fred Hartemann and Scott Anderson. The PI, Roark Marsh, will carry out most of the work, with the aid of coinvestigator Sam Chu. Roark Marsh will be responsible for items (2.1), (2.2), (2.4), and (2.5), and Sam Chu will be responsible for facilitating items (2.3) and (2.6). Roark Marsh completed his doctoral thesis work on designing, building, tuning, and high power testing a photonic band gap structure, at X-band: the first structure of its kind. Roark Marsh has been working on the current X-band photo-injector for MEGa-Ray, as well as future upgrades. Sam Chu has more than 15 years experience in the microwave industry, and is overseeing the microwave source, distribution, and fabrication for MEGa-Ray. The team is well placed in the community to make effective contributions under the scope of this project.
The project should be entirely supportable after the LDRD funding period, as the new design will be vetted through partial cold test, and the procedures for new/similar structures will be established. Additional funding in a third year may be sought to cold test the full advanced photo-injector, and pursue high power testing using the MEGa-Ray X-band power source.
(4) Dissemination
The results of this research will be broadly conveyed to an active international accelerator community through a combination of attendance at conferences and workshops, and publication in peer-reviewed technical journals. Results will be presented at two iterations of the International Particle Accelerator Conference, and once at the US sponsored North American Particle Accelerator Conference. Final results will be presented in the form of a peer-reviewed publication in either Physical Review Special Topics: Accelerators and Beams, or Nuclear Instruments and Methods Section A: Accelerators, Spectrometers, Detectors and Associated Equipment.
(5) Summary
This project will produce an advanced X-band photo-injector that will have been thoroughly vetted in manufacturing processes and cold testing. The design of the initial structures for cold test will provide significant advantage over the use of a conventional design. Manufacture and testing on sample cells will provide vital feedback for achievable accuracy and performance of the structure. This information will be used in the final design of an advanced gun that provides significant improvement over existing designs. This advanced photo-injector will be built because thorough testing of the feasibility of the manufacturing processes involved was tested by cold-testing piece parts. This photo-injector will enable another generation of source applications, specifically the ability to improve linac-based light sources, such as free electron lasers and the MEGaRay project. 
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